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Résumé de la conférence  
 
Subtraction problems of the type a – b = . can be solved by various strategies, including the 
“subtraction-by-addition” (i.e., "how much do I have to add to b to get at a?"). Surprisingly little 
research has been done on the use of this strategy for solving symbolically presented  single-
digit (e.g. 13 – 7 = .) or multi-digit numbers e.g., 81 – 67 = .). In the present seminar, I will review 
and discuss the available empirical research  on the occurrence,  the efficiency, and the 
adaptivity of people’s (both adults’ and children’s) use of this “subtraction-by-addition” strategy, 
which is considered  a “clever” calculation strategy especially when the difference between the 
minuend and the subtrahend is small (e.g. 11 – 9 = . or 81 – 79 = .).   
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This research involves both ascertaining studies (i.e. studies that have analysed the use of the 
subtraction-by-addition strategy under given instructional conditions) and intervention studies 
(i.e. studies wherein children received instruction and practice in that strategy). And, as far as 
strategy identification is concerned, these studies have used a variety of verbal protocol 
methods (e.g., thinking aloud, retrospection) and non-verbal data-gathering methods (e.g., 
reaction-times, contrastive problem presentations…). When trying to explain the obtained 
results, both factors associated with Piaget’s theory of cognitive development and factors related 
to the participants’ (mathematics) educational background will be addressed. I will end with a 
discussion of some theoretical, methodological, and educational implications of the research 
being reviewed. 
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